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A tract

This project provides the town of Spencer, MA with the necessary informati n

needed for them to devise a Downtown Revitalization Plan, and eventually apply for a

Community Development Block Grant. The primary objectives of our project were to

inventory the buildings and structures in the downtown area of Spencer, MA, inventory

the ublic Infrastructure of the same area, analyze the overall condition of the downtown

area to support revi alization efforts and to develop a plan to revitalize downtown.
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1 Irltrodu tion

The deterioration of downtowns across America has resulted in a loss ofjobs, and

decrease in incomes, and wealth. In the 1960 and 70's, urban renewal was limited to he

razing of sometimes, entire street blocks. Today, with the help of some government

funding, areas of downtowns are being preserved instead of demolished. The resurge ce

of downtown areas as centers of economic activity has been a popular trend in many parts

of the country in recent years. In 2004, there was just about $130 billion spent on

improving the residential sections ofUrban America. This number has steadily increased

over the past ten years after the realization that Urban Renewal is not limited to just

knocking down buildings. It is credited with revitalizing communities and attracting

growth to certain areas. In the U.S., approximately 222,361,000 citizens reside in

urban/downtown are s, approximately 79% of the total population1
. It is necessary to

understand the benefits that Urban Renewal could have on a community. After all, it is

about stimulating economic growth, as well as restoring the history of downtowns, not

demolishing the memories of citizens in small towns.

Many downtowns across Massachusetts need an ally to help them survive anel

prosper during their economic struggle. With much disinvestment, businesses have l)een

leaving, rental rates are slipping and property owners have less to invest in their

buildings, giving districts shabby, decadent appearances and making it almost impossible

to attract new businesses. In Massachusetts 5,801,000 people reside in urban/downtown

areas, approximately 91.4 percent of the entire MA population2
. When people from

Massachusetts hear the words "Urban Renewal", they quickly get remi ded of the

"disaster" that took place in Boston's West End. Nearly five decades ago, the city of

Boston's power brokers had decided to raze the neighborhood as part fthe federall.y

funded urban renewal program. Some 7,000 residents lost their homes in the proce S3.

Today, Urban Renewal has transformed many towns in Massachusetts Although

demolition is sometimes necessary, the re-facing and revitalization of towns serves as a

1 Urban and Rural Population pg34: 123 Edition Statistical Abstract of the United States 2003
2 IDEM
3 IDEM
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reminder of the importance of the humanly created environments, and moreover,

increases human interaction and public culture. The way towns often begin the process

of revitalization is by taking advantage of federally funded Community Development

Block Grants.

The loss of wire making and shoe manufacturing brought devastation to the

industrial base in Spencer, Massachusetts. Although new industries carne into place

shortly after; none of them lived up to the success of its predecessors. With many

abandoned buildings and jobs lost in Spencer's Downtown Area, a citizen survey shows

that a large nUlnber of people answered that Spencer's Downtown is th most undesirable

area of the town4
. Out of approximately 5,000 housing units in the town of Spencer

roughly 1,663 of the structures were built earlier 1939, which include around 34% of the

houses. As of 2000, there were almost 360 vacant housing units in towns.

To boost Spencer's economy and job industry, a Downtown Revitalization Plan

needs to be put in place, but in order to do so; the town needs basic information to p t

together a proposal for a Community development Block Grant. Our project is interlded

to fill that need. The results show 86.19% of the total structures that were surveyed were

rated average and b low. An outstanding 50.42% of the total structures that were

surveyed were rate from below average to worst.

The town of Spencer has taken necessary steps thus far by creating a Master Plan;

now they need to a CDBG to create a revitalization plan. A plan such as this will include

additional employment opportunities, building fac;ade and streetscape improvements,

more parking, and public common areas, all of which were called for in the Spencer

Citizen Survey. Revitalization of the Downtown area will provide a sense of community

and re-embed the small town character in the residents of Spencer.

4 "Spencer, Massachus tis: A Brief History"; Spencer Master Plan
5 IDEM
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2 ackgrou d

The town of Spencer was settled in 171 7 by Nathaniel Wood, and was

incorporated as a town in 1753. It has been established as a district from a part of

Leicester and was named after Lieutenant Governor Spencer Phipps who had signed the

order establishing the district. In 1784, Spencer was a major stopping place on the Old

Boston Post Road's stage route between Boston and Hartford, and on to New York.

Spencer had its first mill built in 1740 on Seven Mile iver, which proved to be the

greatest source of water power in the town. Other historical moments include General

Henry Knox pushin his cannons through the streets of the town on hi way to Boston

from Ticonderoga, and George Washington spending the night in Jenk's Tavem6
.

In the beginning, the main source of livelihood in Spencer was farming, being the

home for seve allarge dairy farms, indicating that the town's fertile soil was not only

suited for residential use. Spencer's shoe making industry boomed in 1811, when Josiah

Green began makin shoes, shortly after building a factory of his own; as well did tIle

Prouty family in 1820, and built their factory in 1855. In 1812, Elliot Prouty had begun

to "draw" wire in a mill he had built. His business flourished in his family until 1916,

when it merged wit Wickwire Steel Company. At one time there were 11 factorie and

26 buildings for wire drawing.

The Howe family of Spencer did much to make the town famous in the minds of

ingenious Americans. William Howe of Spencer developed a wooden truss bridge

named after him, as well as his brother Tyler Howe, patented a spring ed. Their

nephew, Elias Howe, Jr., may well have eclipsed them when he invented the lockstitch

sewing machine7
.

The loss of wire making and shoe manufacturing was one of devastation to the

town's industry. Although new industries came into place shortly after; none of them

lived up to the success of "ts predecessors"

The town 0 Northampton, Massachusetts experienced the same type of

misfort'unes as Spe11cer. The downtown section of Northampton was filled with areas in

6 IDEM
7 http://spencer.mass.info/.
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need of economic growth and redevelopment. Due to the city's rapidly declining

indust .al base, economic strength has shifted to retail and commercial operations that

generally paid less than many of the previous industrial sector jobs. As a result, the

poverty level rose due to tile low-wage jobs predominate the economy8.

The main objective of the city was to return three sites in the Historic Mill River

Conidor to productive reuse and spark the economy. The downtown area was "rescued"

in th.e 1970's by creative real estate developers and resident pioneers who disco,'ered and

reinvented the town's historic infrastructure. They established an animated MaiJ} St] eet

with. entertainment-oriented businesses, Art theaters. There are apartmerlts above many

tOWll shops that stimulate street life at night9
. They were able to accomplish the:;e gals

by using state funds to cond.uct site assessments, and involving the comnlunity ill

acti,rities and decision ma~:ing as to how to fully utilize these sites.

Northampton is wi(iely considered a "boomtown" and became a thriving cultural

center in the 1980s. Young entrepreneurs saw the city's unspoiled historic downtown,

vacant commercial space and unusual mix of residents and students as OIJportunJ.1ies for

eCOIlomic growth. Many people are attracted to the town's amenity-rich and garden city

style and because of its newcomers Northampton has become a big, little place. "Without

argulment, when a town begins to go dead, you've got to find a way to let lots of different

kinds ofpeople in, and keep them there"lo.

Spencer's Downtown has never experienced the rewards of receiving a

Conlffiunity Development Block Grant. "The Community Development Block (]raIlt

Program provides an opportunity for eligible municipalities to compete for funds to

improve local housing, streets, utilities, and public facilities"ll. The Massachus'vtts

Department of Housing and Community Development, administers these federal funds

and offers sev ral programs designed to address a range of community and econ.omic

needs. Characterizing Sperlcer's Downtown Area as "Blighted", is a crucial part of our

. project. Blighted areas are defined as being detrimental to the safety, health, moral,

8 "B,rownfield's Assessment Pilots": http://www.epa.gov/docs/swerospslbf/pdf/anortham.pdf
9 "1\rorthampton, MA-A Revitalized City": http://tholllas.1oc.gov/cgi
bin/query/D?rl06:3:./temp/--rl0603sY94::).
to II)EM
11 http://www.communitydevelopment.org/cdbg/index.cfm
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welfare or sound growth of a community because it is unduly costly to develop it soundly

through the ordinary operations ofprivate enterprise by reason of the existence ofl dge,

rocl(, unsuitable soil, or other physical conditions12
. Towns in Massachusetts such s

Adams, and Ludlow have both successfully received CDBGs implemented in their

downtowns. Adams, MA requested and was granted $75,000 for their CDBG,

complemented by an extra $10,000 that went towards the Downtown Development Plan.

For a Downtown Infrastructure Improvement project in Ludlow, MA, the city requested

and was granted $686,300 in 2003. Towns around Spencer are making changes and

improvements. It's time for this town of 12,000 residents to make improve:nnents as well.

The ultimate goal of this project was to provide the town of Spencer, MA with the

necessary information needed for them to devise a Downtown Revitalization Plan, and

eveJntually apply for a Community Development Block Grant. The team conducted an

inventory of the entire "Proposed Study Area" and estimated the level of blight therein.

Each building in Spencer's Downtown was surveyed to see ifit met blight standard.

Our project provides the foundation for the 'rown of Spencer to obtain a Community

Development Block Grant sometime in the near future. Making Spencer eligible for a

project under the (CDBG) program will forge the "small town" atmosphere throughout,

as well as potentially commence a new era for Spencer's econolnic development.

12 "Administration of The Government, Title XVII: Public Welfare": General Laws ofMassachusett
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3 M thodolo Y

The ultimate goal of this project is to provide the town of Spencer, ~I.[A with the

necessary information needed for them to devise a Downtown Revitalization Plan, and

evel1tually apply for a Community Development Block Grant.

The primary objectives of our project were:

1) To inventory the buildings and structures in the downtown area of Spencer, MA
2) To assess the conditions of all buildings within the study area
3) To assess the current utilization of all the parcels and buildings within the st dy

area
4) To inventory and assess the conditions of the Public Infrastructure of the same

area
5) To identify situations in the downtown area that would benefit from revitalization

efforts

The study period of our project was from October 2004 to May 2005. The

projects study area included the downtown district as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Border of the downtown study area.
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By using this map our group was able to identify exact buildings that were

nec ssary to survey, as well as their exact locations.

The following sections of this chapter provide the details about the necessary st .IpS

that were taken to fulfill the above objectives.

• 3.1 Inventory: discusses the precise boundary that was set around the study area,
necessary to recognize what buildings/structures were located in Downtown
Spencer as well as describes the overall process that was taken in order to
abstract all the necessary information from the study area.

• 3.2 Public [nfrastructure: explains what types of Public Infrastructure our group
surveyed and how these structures relate to our ultimate mission.

• 3.3 Overall Condition: describes the definitions and importance of all the
information we were able to gather from the study area.

12



3.1 Inventorying uildings and tructure in Downto n
penc r

The map below identifies all buildings and structures that were surveyed within

the bounds of the study area (see Figure 2).

Figure 2. uildings that were surveyed.

We surveyed structures that had specific uses. Garages, sheds, and the ljke were

not included in our study. Overall, there were 232 buildings surveyed.

In order to view these buildings so we can attach data to them, we needed to first

draw a shape that resembled the building. To do this, we traced each building tllat tell

inside the downto'wn study area (see Figure 3. Building Footprints for Downtown ~)pe leer.).

Next, we set these to becoJme a region and we were able to attach all the informatioft we

needed onto it.

13



Figure 3. Building Footprints for Downtown Spencer.

To create these maps which contained parcels and buildings, we first started out

usin.g MapInfo. This was able to give us color satellite images of the town. We were

able to zoom in on a region to further magnify our intended study area. Next, we

obtained current tax maps from the town of Spencer so we could overlay them and be

abl ' to find the extent of each individual piece ofproperty. In order to get them into the

MapInfo database, we scalmed the images and joined them to our GIS images. We then

traced the outline to create the parcel boundaries on the map. To select the study area, we

chose a general group of buildings we felt made up the downtown are'. The boundary

was formed by tracing the outer edges of these building's parcels.

Buildings that were surveyed were given a unique and individual identification

number (see Figu e 4). This number was derived from the tax map (see Figure 5) where

the buildings appeared on and the lot number it was given. The final suffix in these

iderLtification codes is a nllmber assigned separately to each building in the same lot. An

14



example of this is shown in the top right comer in the following picture. Parcel U-7-59

has to buildings, t]lUS being labeled U-7-59-1 and U-7-59-2.

Figure 4. Close-up view of buildings and their ID numbers.

For example, a building with an identification number ofU-7-64-2 appears n

town map number U-7, in Lot 64, and is listed buildings #2.

15



Figure 5. Tax Map Containing Parcel and Lot Numbers.

With these building identification numbers, we were able to set up a datab se

where each building was separately identified.

16



Buildill~J_1O 110 IBuilding t.I I Parcel 10 I Footprint. sq ft I Floors ITotal Floor Space s( I Over.lll Rating I Building Use I
U-7-64-2 0 2 U-7-64 1,114 3 3,342 3 T
U-7-64-3 0 3 U-7-64 1,237 3 3,711 3 C

U-7-65-1 0 1 U-7-65 1,829 3 5,487 2 T

U-7-6,6-1 0 1 U-7-66 2,267 3 6,801 3 R
U-7-6i7-1 0 1 U-7-67 2,354 3 7,062 3 R
U-7-67-2 0 2 U-7-67 1,965 4 7,860 2 R

U-7-68-1 0 1 U-7-68 2,534 2 5,068 3 R
U-7-69-1 0 1 U-7-69 2,272 3 6,816 1 R
U-7-1-1 0 1 U-7-7 2,023 3 6,069 3 R

U-7-10-1 0 1 U-7-70 1,490 3 4,470 4 R
U-7-11-1 0 1 U-7-71 1,747 3 5,241 3 R
U-7-12-1 0 1 U-7-72 2,292 3 6,876 2 R

U-7-13-1 0 1 U-7-73 1,922 3 5,766 3 R
U-7-74-1 ° 1 U-7-74 1,752 2 3,504 1 R
U-7-15-1 0 1 U-7-75 2,693 3 8,079 3 R

U-7-16-1 0 1 U-7-76 2,803 1 2,803 4 R
U-7-17-1 0 1 U-7-77 3,613 3 10,839 4 C

U-7-17A-1 0 1 U-7-77A 2,054 2 4,108 2 R

U-7-18-1 0 1 U-7-78 1,553 3 4,659 4 T

U-7-18-2 0 2 U-7-78 2,654 3 7,962 3 T

U-7-79-1 0 1 U-7-79 10,022 2 20,044 4 C_.
U-7-79-2 0 2 U-7-79 1,434 2 2,868 3 T

U-7-8-1 0 1 U-7-8 1,658 3 4,974 2 R
U-7-81-1 0 1 U-7-81 3,358 4 13,432 2 C

U-7-82-1 0 1 U-7-82 7,158 3 21,474 2 I

U-7-82-2 0 2 U-7-82 5,021 4 20,084 1 I

U-7-9-1 0 1 U-7-9 2,047 3 6,141 1 R

U-7-92-1 0 1 U-7-92 2,136 3 6,408 3 R

U-7-93-1 0 1 U-7-93 2,208 2 4,416 3 R

U-7-94-1 0 1 U-7-94 3,746 3 11,238 3 R

U-7-94-2 0 2 U-7-94 2,849 3 8,547 2 R

U-7-95-1 0 1 U-7-95 5,917 4 23,668 2 C

U-8-1-1 0 1 U-8-1 2,009 2 4,018 2 C

U-8-1-2 0 2 U-8-1 6,015 4 24,060 1 C

U-8-10-1 0 1 U-8-10 1,991 2 3,982 2 R

U-8-11-1 0 1 U-S-11 1,987 2 3,974 2 R

U-8-117-1 0 1 U-8-117 10,335 2 20,670 2 I

U-8-118-1 0 1 U-8-118 1,098 2 2,196 3 R

U-8-119-1 0 1 U-S-119 2,509 3 7,527 2 R

U-8-12-1 0 1 U-8-12 1,249 2 2,498 3 R

Table 1. Database of basic building attributes.

After surveying the downtown study area, we able to add to these databases the

information we gathered (see Table 1). According to building identification numb rs

(Building_ID), we were able to add a building number (Building_N) and parcel

idelltification number (Parcel_ID). In addition, we added the number of floors (Floors),

gro'und floor area (Footprint_sCLft), total floor area (Total_Floor_Space._sCLft), an

building use (Building_Use).
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After all measures were considered and overall ratings were assessed, we w re

able to add the overall rating (Overall_Rating) into the database. All relevant para eters

are included in a Microsoft Access database called Spencer_Building_Survey_200 .mdb

(see Figure 6), which also includes appropriate pictures of each of the buildings.

Figure 6. Form View of Created Database.
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Ulltimately, we were able to link assessor's data to the parcels regions that we

cr ated (see Figure 7).

Figure 7. Parcel Footprints for Downtown Spencer.
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A good example of what this data can give us is showing the names of ownership

(see Figure 8). This gives us an idea if there are any owners which own more than ne

piece ofproperty and whether the land is private or public. This is extremely useful to

get information about a piece ofproperty quickly and easily.

Figure 8. Parcel ownership.
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By selecting the Info tab and then the piece of land, you can attain information

about the piece ofproperty or the owner (see Figure 9).

Figure 9. Snapshot of assessor's data

From this table, there are several maps that we created.

21



One map that was very important to understand was the assessed value of the

piece ofproperty (see igure 10). It is important to notice that land in the southern part of

the downtown study area has a lot less value than generally the buildiIlgs along Roulte 9.

Figure 10. Map of total assessed value per parcel
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3.2 A se ing the Condition of Building , Downt wn
p nc r

Using the form shown in Figure 11, we rated the facades, windows, components,

recorded the amount ofparking per side, and identified the use of each structure.

:
I !Facade Windows

. Photo "# Floor"# "Mat Worst % "Rest "# Worst"# "Rest Parking"#

Front--> 1 V 2 10 4 1 4 1

o

Other Notes

RiQht--> 0 V
1 V
2V

3 20 4 5 3 5
3 100 10 3 5 4

3 100 .9t-----------4

Left--> OV 4 100 8 2 8
1 V 3 100 0
2V 3 100 12 2 4 3 .......................9

Back--> OV 3 100 5 2 3 3
1 V 4 100 0
2V 4 100 4 2 3 4 ...... 30

Residential ! j i::: Other Components**
Floor ##Units % Ret%7fype -C-om%, yp nd%1 yp vrner'tol ype Floor # '''Element ""Side Worst % "Rest

100 c 11 S ~ 13 00
1 0 F 4 00
1 S R 13 00

..~IJ..il~.i.':l9.".... 1 R R 2 00
Use lU IR 12 00

2 0 R 2 00
2 0 R 2 00
1 0 B 4 00

/\fates

·R~t';Rct;i ·O=....b~<:~t ~ ~

Au=....uto: G=Groc<:ry
'=Front ~:~~~~n<:y :;:~c:::,l ! ~ .

~=~~i9~t )'w'=DriY<:'w'.?~. .. I
B=B~·~k "R=R~ili~<l ..-,-1, -, ·_ .

Figure 11. Field form used to survey buildings.

For the fac;ade's section we indicated the floor number, the material of the £: c;ade

(mainly brick, wood, vinyl, or concrete), and a numerical condition assessment for each

floor of each side. For the facades, the condition ratings ranged from 1-5:

1 == W 0 st: Buildings that require extensive exterior worl(. Buildings are in very
decadent conditions, and demonstrate little or no repair at all.

2 == Below Ave ag,e: This category includes properties that appear to not ha 1e

been maintained in quit a long time. Facades are likely to have cracked, or
missing pieces of siding. Advanced signs of peeling paint are very
relevant.

3 == Average: Buildings with this designation show clear sings of deterioration.
Larger percentages ofpeeling paint are very relevant, or in the case of
oth r materials, repairs are necessary.

23



4 == Above Average: This category covers buildings that are now showing first
signs of deterioration. Siding may need spot painting or little repair.

S == est: Buildings that require little or no exterior work. Buildings are in
excellent condition and demonstrate consistent, planned maintenance and
repaIr.

We first listed the percent of the worst portion of each rated area and then indicated what

type of condition the rest of each section was in.

An example ofa "Worst" rating can look something like this (see Figure 12):

Figure 12. Building with a rating of worst.

An example of a "best" rating is provided in the picture below (see Figure 13).

Figure 13. Building with a rating of best.
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Buildings that fell between these two extremes were given an appropriate rating.

Windows and components were rated with the addition of a rating of o. This

rating was used mainly when a window or door was boarded UPI and therefore abserlt.

Components include doors, steps, railings, chimneys, driveways, and roofs. Simila ly to

the way the fayade's were rated, each window was observed by floor number and side.

The total number of windows was listed first followed by the worst rateing of the glOUp.

We then marked how many out of the total amount were of this rating and then noted the

rating of the rest of the windows. Components were rated exactly the same as fayade's

were. Each component was broken down into percentages if necessary, for example, if

there were a total of four steps that were being rated and one of the four steps was clearly

a below average, then the steps would be rated 2 for 25% followed by the rating of he

rest.
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3.3 Determining urli nt Utilization of Parcels and
Building inDowntown pencer

To determine usage, each building was observed to determine he amount of

floors. This was done by looking at how many levels of windows or doors were evident

from the outside. In addition, we observed mailboxes, doorbells, curtains on windows

and all others aspects that signified a residential unit. Basemen s and cellars witho t

windows or doors or any other signs of an addition floor were not observed.

While rating the section, we noted the percentages of each type that consum d the

structure. The types included residential, retail, commercial and industrial. Residential

was the only use type that we specified by units on each floor. All others were based

solely on percentages.

Percentages of retail, commercial, and industrial floors were e sily discrimir ated

by signs, nam s on windows and the like.
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3.4 Inventorying and a es ing the conditio
Infra tructure in Downtown pencer

of Pu lie

The public infrastructures that our grouped surveyed in the study area were

sidewalks, light poles, power lines and parking lots. We felt that these four

infrastructures have a unique significance with regards to obtaining a grant.

3.4.1 Asses ing the Condition of Sidewalks

Sidewalks were rated on a 0-5 scale, exactly the same as the w'ndows, with a

rating of 0 indicating no sidewalk at all. Sidewalks were very relevant to meet our

objective in order for our group to identify certain safety issues when an individual ".

walking around the downtown area.

3.4.2 Inv ntorying treet ·ghts

Light poles were sllrveyed by their location. Depending on how many light oles

were on each block, our group was able to estimate "dark spots". These spots indicated

the necessary amount of light poles that should be added to each section of the stud area,

once again to insure the safety ofwalking patrons.

3.4.3 Inve torying T Ie hone Poles and ower Lines

Telephone poles and power lines were surveyed relatively similar to the light

poles, as they were marked on a map layer in their exact locations. This part of our tudy

concerns beautification. Since we found a large number of stri gers throughout the

downtown area, it might be in the Town's best interest to have these lines buried.

3.4.4 etermining t Availa ility of Parking

Parking lots were surveyed a little differently from the previous three studies.

These were mapped out to provide a region that the parking lot covered, as opposed to a

point or line.
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3.5 Identifying Areas to be Target d by Revi alizatio

After all the data vvas collected from the survey area, we put all the information

into a weighted formula to figure out the overall condition of each structure. The

windows carried the most weight, followed by the components, and then fayade's 0 each

building. The overall condition of each structure is necessary to determine the level of

"blight" in the downtown area, described in the introduction. Each structure with all

overall rating of3 and under is very essential to reaching our overall objective. The

percentages ofbuildings vvith every rating will be located on a separate map layer ill

Maplnfo.

To determine the ulnder-use of each structure our group focused mainly on tIle

total number of windows on each floor of the building. Any floor of a structure tha

contained 80% or more of its windows with a rating of either 0 or 1 was considered to be

vacant. The total percent of under-used or abandoned buildings will be included in our

results section.

The overall ratings for the structures in the target area were solved by using a

weighted fOffilula. The weights (out of 100) were as follows:

45% == Windows

35% == Components

20% == Fayades

The order of the weighting was decided by the member's of our group and Spencer~)s

Town Planner. The total average of all these aspects were taken for each building and

then calculated in our weighted formula. After each average was multiplied by their

respective wight, they were added together to find their overall rating.

The overall ratings ranged from 1 - 5, with the decimal places .4 and below

rounded down to the nearest whole number and decimal places .5 and above rounded up

to the nearest whole number.
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4 ults &. naly i

There are three main results of our project: inventory ofbuildings in downtown

Spencer, land use ill downtown Spencer, public infrastructure rating results. Each ne of

our results is broke]} into sub-sections with further detail of each condition. Our overall

building rating results section was put together from all the information extracted from

our study. This section contains the data that will be the most useful for Spencer to

obtain a Communit:y Development Block Grant.
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4.1 Inv ntory of uilding in Downtown penc r

There were 232 total buildings that our group inventoried in Downtown Spencer

(see Figure 14). Inventory was taken on the total number of floors in ach building, to

determine primary use and building vacancy; and primary material of each building~, to

determine the condition of the exposed building materials. These factors were calCl lated

in our overall conditions formula shown in section 3.5 to determine the total level f

blight within the Downtown area. Percentage of disinvestment was tallied when a

condition was ratecl below average and worst.

Figure 14. Buildings that were surveyed.
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4.1.1 ize of ildi gs in owntown pencer

It was nece sary to note the total number of floors in each buil ing for our OUP

to be able to calculate the primary use of each structure as well as the I vel of vacancy

(se Figure 15).

Figure 15. Buildings distinguished by number of floors.
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4.1.2 Material f Buildings in Downtown Spencer

The pict re below distinguishes the buildings in the study area by their primary

material (see Figure 16). The pie chart in the upper left hand comer indicates that the

most frequently observed material in Downtown Spencer is vinyl.

Figure 16. Building distinguished by primary material.

Brick
CementlConcrete

o Wood
Vinyl
Aluminum
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4.2 Current Utilization ofLand and Building in
owntown p neer

Detennining building and land use enabled our group to see which types of

structures were experiencing the highest levels of blight within the dow'ntown area.

Inventorying each building and parcel in this manner allowed us label the primarily

vacant buildings and parcels as abandoned, and therefore blight. Also, partially or hllly

vacant parcels can possibly provide the town of Spencer with the opportunity to foml a

type of city owned establishment that they see necessary.

4.2.1 Parcel Occupancy in owntown Spencer

The downtown study area was divided into smaller areas by their parcel

identification number (see Figure 17).

Figure 17. Parcel map of the study area.
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This helped us to get a feeling for the extent of each piece of property for each

individual owner. This was useful because it showed to whom stray structures belonged.

It was also important to lrnlOW the size of these lots for future recommendations, fo

example, possible park locations, and to determine vacancy results.

This parce map can be further analyzed to display vacant and occupied pieces of

property. A red s]lape represents a lot without structures, parking lots, or any other

significant formation that would correspond to operation on that piece of land. A green

lot symbolizes a c rrently active area of land (see Figure 18).

Figure 18. Parcel map distinguishing between vacant and occupied lots.

As we wal ed the entire downtown area we took pictures of each side of each

stnlcture, focusin . on sections that would strongly support our purpose, such as broken

win,dows, pealing paint etc. We then assessed the conditions of each building according

to h field form that we have provided on the following page.
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4.2.2 Open pace in owntown pencer

From the map ofbuildings surveyed, in addition to other maps including parking

lots, etc., we were able to get an idea where a majority of the existing structures were a d

where there was open land (see Figure 19).

FigurE: 19. Parcel map distinguishing between existing structure and open space.

The black objects represent existing structures, active or inactive. Green areas

represent impervious land. This was beneficial to the project because several thing can

be taken from this map.

For example, a sense of manufactured congestion can be gathered by noticing an

abundance ofblack objects in certain areas of the map. Another piece of information that

we were able to e.Ktract from this map was the trend of development along Route 9, the

major avenue of transportation through the town. Other information we gathered Nere
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buildiJng sizes and block densities. From the maps provided above, we further analyzed

each building use in section 4.2.3.

4.2.3 uilding U,( in owntown pencer

The use of each building was also done by floors. The map provided below (see

Figure 20) distinguisJhes buildings by their primary use.

Figure 20. Buildings distinguished by primary use.

This map SllOWS that, in our study area, there are 150 residential buildings, 12

retail buildings, 33 commercial buildings, and 14 industrial buildings.

This portion of our study provided us with the necessary information to estimate

the level ofblight j'n each building use category presented in section 4.3.2.
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4.2.4 uilding Occupancy in Downtown Spencer

After analyzillg the bllilding use, we were able to develop a map that shovved

whicll buildings had floors tblat were unused (see Figure 21).

igure 21. Structure map distinguishing between occupied, partially vacant and aban oned buildings.

Buildings that were totally unused were listed as abandoned, or a repre e:nted as a

red buildings. A yellow building represents a building that had at least one floor that was

vacant, but also at least one floor that was occupied. We used outside appearance, such

as windows, as one of the m.ost significant signs or vacancy.
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4.3 Condition of uilding in Downtown encer

In this portion of our study our group assessed the condition of the buildinos in

Downtown Spencer according to building material, and building use.

4.3.1 Conditic.ns of uildi gs According to Building Material

This portion of ou study allowed us to make assessments of the external aterial

that had the most upkeep in the following sections, allowing us to tell which prim .ry

material contributed to tble most blight in the study area.

4.3.1.1 Conditiions of Aluminum Buildings
There were 20 total aluminum buildings in the study area. Their rating results are

shown in Figu e 22. This portion of our study shows that 55% of the aluminum st ctures

surveyed in the study area are currently experiencing disinvestment and are in need of

rehabilitation.

Figure 22. Aluminum Building Rating Results.
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4.3.1.2 Con itions of Brick Buildings
There were 31 total brick buildings in the study area. Their rating results ar

shown in Figure 23. This portion of our study shows that 71 % of the brick structures

surveyed in the stu y area are currently experiencing disinvestment and are in need of

rehabilitation.

Figure 23. Brick Building Rating Results.

4.3.1.3 Conditions of Cement Buildings
There were 8 total cement buildings in the study area. Their rating results are

shown in Figure 24. Since there were no cement structures surveyed in the study area that

were given a condition of below average, none of the cement structures are currentl r

experiencing disinvestment.

Figure 24. Cement Building Rating Results.
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4.:3.1.4 Condit·ons 0 Wood Buildings
There were 52 total wood buildings in the study area. Their rating results re

shown in Figure 25. This portion of our study shows that 83% of the wood structures

surveyed in the study area are currently experiencing disinvestment and are in need of

rellabilitation.

Above
Average

2

Best
1

Figure 25. Wood Building Rating Results.

4.:J.l.5 Conditions of V·nyl Buildings
There were 123 total vinyl buildings in the study area. Their rating results are

shown in Figure 26. This portion of our study shows that 26% of the vinyl structur s

surveyed in the study area are currently experiencing disinvestment and are in need of

rehabilitation.

Above
Average

21

Best
1 Worst

3

Figure 26. Vinyl Building Rating Results.
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4.3.2 Building Co ditions by Use in Downtown Spen er

This portion of our study allowed us to make assessments of the building

according to the LIse of that structure. This allows us to tell which p .mary buildillg use

contributed to the most blight in the study area.

4.3.2.1 Condition of Commercial Buildings
There w e 33 total comme cial buildings in the study area. Their rating results

are shown in Figllre 27. This portion of our study shows that 69% of the commercial

structures surveyed in the study area are currently experiencing disi vestment an , are in

need of rehabilitation.

Figure 27. Commercial Building R ting Results.
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4.3.2.2 Conditio of esidential Buildings
There were 150 total residential buildings in the study area. Their rating results

are shown in Figure 28. This portion of our study shows that 86% of the residential

structures surveyed in the study area are currently experiencing d·sinvestment and ar In

ne d of rehabilitation.

Above Best 2
Average

Figure 28. Residential Building Rating Results.

4.3.2.3 Condition of Retail Buildings
There were 12 total retail buildings in the study area. Their rating results are

shown in Figure 29. This portion of our study shows that 75% of the retail structures

surveyed in the study area are currently experiencing disinvestment and are in need of

rehabilitation.

Worst 1

Figure 29. Retail Building Rating Results.
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4.3.2.4 Condl·t-on of I dustrial Buildi gs
l'here were 14 total industrial buildings in the study area. Their rating

results are shoWJtl in Figure 30. This portion of our study shows that 79% of the i dustrial

structures surve)red in the study area are currently experiencing disinvestment anld are in

need of rehabilitation.

Above
Average

Figure 30. Industrial Building Rating Results.

4.3.2.5 Condition of Mixed-Use Buildings
There were 23 total mixed use buildings in the study area. Their ratin.g re ults are

shown in Figure 31. This portion of our study shows that 87% of the mixed structures

surveyed in the study area are currently experiencing disinvestment and are in nee,d of

rehabilitation.

Figure 31. Mixed-Use Rating Results.
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Best
2

4.31.2.6 Condition of esidential & Mixed-Use Combine
There were 173 total residential and mixed-use buildings combined in the study

Best
2

M~. T~~rntingrew~~e~own~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--~~

Figure 32.

This pOrtiOl1 of our study

shows that 87% of the residential

and mixed structures surveyed in the

study ~ea are currently experiencing

disinvestment and are in need of

rehabilitation. MaJny towns that

apply for state funded grants include

a section such as this in their studies.

For this reason, we have included it

In ours.
Figure 32. Residential and Mixed-Use ombined Rating Results.
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4.4 Conditions of Public Infra tructure in ownto n
p nc r

The public infrastructure that was surveyed in downtown Spencer was all

sidewalks, light poles, telephone and power lines, and parking lots. These infra tructures

are observed on a daily basis by the citizens of Spencer. They were targeted bec use they

are all prime carldidates for revitalization by way of a CDBG.

4.4.1 Conditi"ons of idewalks in Downtown Spencer

From this map we were able to spot critical sections where there are no to low

grade sidewalks (see Figure 33). This is a significant observation due to the fact that this

is a safety issue. Individuals need to walk in the streets or on dang rous paths to move

about through the town.

Figure 33. Sidewalk map distinguishing the portions of sidewalk that rat from absent to above avera .
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An interesting trend to notice in our downtown study area is that, starting from the

northeast section of the st dy area and traveling down Route 9, sidewalks greatly

deteriorated. This can be compared to the building density. There appears to be more

buildings in areas with better sidewalks.

From this map, we measured the total lengths of each condition. The least

appearing sid walks were the ones in above average condition. The most abundant

condition for side\valks was given an absent rating.

4.4.2 Inventor, of treet Lights in Downtown pencer

The yellow dots represent current light poles (see Figure 34). rom studying the

map, you can see that there are a majority of light poles along Route 9. This may be

because that it is a busy street, but every street needs to be lit for safety reasons.

Figure 34. Map that displays light poles in the study area.
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Pedestrians can be in danger on dark streets at night. There are a lot of comers

where there is a limited sight distance so cars may not be able to spot crossing

pedestrians. Especially on streets where there are below average to no sidewalks, as

explained in the previous section, well lit streets would be a great improvement to th

dOwIltown study area.

4.4.:~.1 Inventory of Street Lights
Shown below is a close-up of a segment of light poles (see Figure 35). It shows

the ample amount of light poles along Route 9. However, in the lower alf of the picture,

you can see where the amount of light poles decrease and the number ofbuildings

Increase.

Figure 35. Close-up view of light poles along Route 9.
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4.4.J~.2 Lighting in Downtown Spencer
By adding more street lights in the residential area of the town, this would

immensely improve the neighborhood (see Figure 36). Families would feeler safer, for

example, to walk the streets at night. This, with the combination of improved sidewalks,

would make the residential areas a safer and improved environment for families

Figure 36. Light distribution in the study area.
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4.4.3 Inventory of e I pone oles and Power in 5 in owntow
Spencer

The orange lines drawn on the map represent a power line stringer. The yellow

dots show whe e a telephone pole is located. The map shows how cluttered the streets

ar , especially on the Route 9 stretch of road (see Figure 37).

Figure 37. Telephone poles and stringers in the study area.
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4.4.3.1 Inventory of Power Lines
Pictured below is a close up view of the above telephone and power lines mainly

along Route 9 in Downtown Spencer (see Figure 38).

Figure 38. Close-up of stringers along Route 9.
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4.4.4 Availabilityof arking in Downtown Spencer

It was necessary to survey the placement of the parking lots to estimate the total

number ofparking sJpots. These costs would be included in the total amount requested in

the grant. A black shaded region represents a current parking lot (see Figure 39).

igure 39. Parking lots in the study area.

From the map, you can see that there are many parking lots in one general area. Not

many public parking lots are found throughout the downtown area.
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4.5 II as That Would Benefit From Revitaliz tion

The overall ratings for the structures in the target area were solved by using a

weighted formula that is described in section 3.5. Our overall building rating results

section was put together from all the information extracted from our study. Like

mentioned in section 3.5, we took into consideration all components, facades, windo\vs of

each structure. The results by total number ofbuildings in each rating are shown in

Figure 40.

Figure 40. Structure map distinguishing buildings that rat from worst to best.

Out of the 232 total buildings that were surveyed, 200 of them were given a rating of

average and below, and 117 were either below average or worst.

These findings were the most important part of our study due to the fact that

86.19% of the total structures that we e surveyed were rated average and below. An
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outstanding 50.42% of the total structures that were surveyed were rated from below

average to worst.
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5 onclu i n & ecomm ndations

As stated in the Background chapter of this document, a CDBG grant requires a

town to have a significant percentage ofblight. Other towns receiving grants that we

have studied showed in the range of70% -75% disinvestment in their overall downtown

building stock.

Spencer is currently experiencing 86.19% of disinvestment in it core downtown

area. Residential b ildings in the downtown area seemed to be the mo t problematic as

they rated 86% on our blig]lt scale. The other ratings were as follows:

Industrial Bllildings: 79%
Retail: 75%
Commercial: 69%

Spencer is in dire need of rehabilitation in its core downtown area. We strongly

recommend the To\vn of Spencer take our results into consideration and devise a pla:n of

action to renew its downtown, starting with the public areas containing the highest

percentages ofblight. Please refer to Appendix B for our complete CDBG proposal.

The followirlg five sections describe our solutions to the town's public

infrastructure problems. They include the addition ofpublic parks, ext a light

distribution, repaired sidewalks, additional public parking, and the burying ofpower

lines.
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5. 1 0 ibl Park Location

As we traveled the study area, we noticed that there are few attractions on its side

roads. The map provided below shows possible park location within the downtown

bounds (s e Figure 41).

Figure 41. Recommended park locations (shown in green).

Pocket parks within the downtown area will provide the towns people with reason

to walk the side streets an take full advantage of their celebrated town. Furthermore,

these parks could possibly contain monuments marking famous Spencer events, witll

plaques next to them providing the park goers with a history lesson. As families walk

through Spencer together, a sense of community will be restored, making towns meri and

women appreciate and enjoy their surroundings.
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5.2 xtra Lig t Di' tribution

In order for t e citizens of Spencer to take full advantage of the downtown ar .,la,

we feel that additional lighting on the side roads off ofRoute 9 will be necessary. The

picture below (see Figure 42) shows the light distribution in Spencer's Downtown.

Figure 42. Light distribution in the study area.

The black area shows regions that have poor lighting. As shown, there is an

abundance of dark areas south ofRoute 9. There still remain side streets that do not have

adequate street lighting. This is highly a safety issue. Unlit areas can be dangerous to

pedestrians if crossing the street at night. In order for people to feel safe in the evening

and at night, walking off of the town's primary road, there needs to be sufficient lighting

on all side streets. Without this addition, the thought of having attractions pull people off

of Route 9, is not a reality.
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5.3 paif'i d id ,walk

As shown in Figure 43 there are nearly 2 miles of roads that do ot contain

sidewalks in the study area. The construction and repair of these problematic sidewalks

will add to the comfort of town's people walking in the downtown area. Sidewalks re a

very important part of the d.aily safety for individuals. Of the total 5.589 miles of

sidewalk in the study area, 3.449 miles of sidewalk remains to be either absent or less

than average.

Figure 43. Sidewalk Results in Downtown Spencer.

This number represents aln10st 62% of the sidewalks. This is a good example of sh wing

how poor the downtown infrastructure really is. The best sidewalks oc ur along Route 9

with a few above average sidewalks occurring off Route 9. This is, compared with the

other infrastructure problems, a reasonably cheap and easy solution to help make Spencer

look better. The sidewalks would trim the streets and make everything look more

uniform; lessening the amount of times the road just spills onto property.
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5.4 Additioncll Public Parking

Figure 44 shows that there are currently 462 public parking spaces in Downtown

Spencer. Additional parking lots through a block grant may change the environment of

the area completely. In the Massachusetts Zoning Code, it is stated that, for retail

buildings, there shouLld be one parking space per 200 square feet of building floor. A

quick estimate clearly shows that this is not the case in Spencer. All along Route 9, are

retail buildings, and yet only 9 parking lots have any relative access to the stores and

shops. If new parkiIlg lots are created, a greater amount ofpeople can park and interact

with Route 9 stores.

Figure 44. Available Public Parking in Downtown Spencer.

These new par ing lots may help attract more customers to smaller shops. A problern

might exist where p ople are not willing to stop and shop around because they are not

able to find a spot along an extremely busy road. Another problem may be where they

actually do find a parking spot, but it is located too far from where they want to shop.

Utilizing the grant to add more parking spaces, in any form, would help build up the

smaller, family run shops by attracting more business, boosting the town's economy.
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5. urying of lOW r ines

The following picture is an example of how bad this problem is (see Figure 45).

This telephone pole is located on the comer outside Spencer City Hall. It branches off in

many directions arld causes an extreme eye-sore.

Figure 45. Close-up of a typical utility pole in Downtown Spencer.

A solution to this problem may be to use the acquired grant money to remove

these wires and replace them underground, as was recently done in downtown Holden,

MA. It is not financially feasible without grant money to accomplish this, as it is v ry

involved. After contacting an Engineer from Massachusetts Electric, he informed us that

the company would have to come on site and estimate any costs.

In our opinion, this would greatly improve the atmosphere of the general

downtown area. Route 9 in Spencer, with almost all commercial and retail buildings, is

the major so rce of the towns economy. It would certainly appear to be more welcoming
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to outsiders ifth se wires were buried. Simply put, the excess of stringers crosslng the

roads in the downtown area seem to pollute the neighborhood.
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5.6 The N xt

To succeed in renewing Spencer, certain steps must be taken. It will take total

cooperation from residents, town officials, and business owners/operato s. A good start

would be the application for a community development block grant. This will help ill

raising funds for the restoration of the town. A series ofplanning must occur and gradual

implementation of these ideas. To ensure that all individuals are helping with the

restoration, incentives and r egotiations with business owners should be provided help

move this idea along. Another idea to help get the community involved would be the

implementation of a design competition. No one in the town understan s what the

citizens of Spencer want better than the citizens themselves. If this proj ct was made

where everyone was sure to do their part, Spencer can, and will gradually change into a

better, safer, and revitalized town.
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ppendix xa pie of C G Project ropol al

CD G roject Description

Name of Project: Spencer Downtown Development Ian

Type of Project: Downtown revitalization planning.

Description: The proposed project will result in the preparation of a comprehensive
development plan for the Downtown Spencer area. The plan will develop a strategy 0

stabilize and improve the viability ofDowntown Spencer so that it will nee again serve
as the economic, social, and civic center for the community. Implementation of the
Downtown Development Plan is expected to provide direct benefits to I wand moderate
income residents of the Downtown by guiding municipal actions to: eliminate blighted
conditions and improve the quality of existing substandard housing without displacing
those living there; ermance the economic viability ofDowntown, creating new jobs aJnd
business opportunities; and improve the physical design of Downtown, making it more
accessible and attractive to residents and visitors.

Need: Downtown Spencer exhibits high levels of distress. Evidence of this includes
deteriorated building conditions, underutilized store fronts, high vacancy levels, and
deferred maintenance among building owners. The Spencer Downtow Building
Inventory (May 2005) indicates a very high level ofbuilding deterioration, with an
estimated 87% ofhousing and mixed use structures and 81.82% of commercial buildings
in need of moderate to substantial rehabilitation. Importantly, if improvements of the
Downtown Spencer Area are not undertaken within a short-term period, Spencer risks
losing much of its historic fabric and sense of community.

National Objective: The Spencer Downtown Development Plan project meets the
national objective of "elimination of slums and blight on an area basis.'

Total CDBG Dolla rs equested for Project: $750,000
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